PUT YOUR NEIGHBORS ON THE MAP

...connect the dots to learn more!

CWS GRAN CHACO PROGRAM

Church World Service
You just drew a plot of land! It may not look exciting on paper, but for thousands of our neighbors in South America’s Gran Chaco forest, this is home.

Unfortunately, home is being erased for many more indigenous communities in the Chaco by deforestation and dwindling access to land. And because limited land means limited food sources, the outcome is extreme: in some communities, as many as 72 percent of children under the age of five are chronically malnourished.

Through the Gran Chaco program, you step up as a neighbor to the region. The area you just drew is a small piece of the Gran Chaco (Lote Fiscal 55-14) where indigenous claims to land have recently been recognized and protected. With a permanent place to call home, these groups can grow food, build healthy connections to the land’s resources and secure their children’s future. **When you provide for these neighbors, you protect our common home.**

Your drawing represents immense progress, but there is still much work to be done in the region.

**Here’s how YOU can connect the dots:**

- LAND TITLES
- SEEDS AND TOOLS
- CLEAN WATER
- GARDENS

**RESTORED LAND. GREENER FUTURES.**

cwsglobal.org/give-chaco